CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

After presenting the findings and discussion in the preceding chapter, then in this chapter researcher gives conclusion for the analysis and suggestion for the readers.

5.1 Conclusion

Based on the findings and discussion in the preceding chapter, researcher found some kinds of cohesive devices in article “Shaping Global Superheroes from Malang” from Jakarta Post newspaper. This article was published on October 19, 2014 and this article written by Nedi Putra AW. There are reference, ellipsis, conjunction, and lexical cohesion. But in this article researcher not found the sentences that contained of substitution. Reference that used in sentence is using for refers to the something or someone. Ellipsis is used to omission to the word. Conjunction is used to connect between first sentence and second sentence with different function such as an addition, to show contrast, give a cause, and etc. the last is lexical cohesion refers to relationship in meaning between lexical items in a text include reiteration that is repetition.

In the article “Shaping Global Superheroes from Malang” researcher found 19.72 % references, 1.36 % ellipsis, 24.48 % conjunctions, and 0.68 % lexical cohesion. In addition, the most cohesive devices used in this article is conjunction
and the using of additive conjunction in the article is more than temporal, causative adversative conjunction. Beside additive conjunction, the using of personal reference is many found in this article.

There are many functions use cohesive devices in the text. researcher found five functions use cohesive devices. The first is to avoid repetition. a good written text is little repetition, so in the text the using of reference is important thing to avoid repetition the word. The second function is to connect between first sentence and second sentence. Conjunction is the important thing to use in the sentence, without conjunction as a connector in the sentence, the sentences is meaningless and makes the readers not understand when they read written text. the third function of cohesive devices is to compare between first sentence and second sentence. Comparative reference is used to compare between first sentence and second sentence and give support the preceding sentence. The fourth function is to give explanation about the times in the sentence. temporal conjunction used to give explanation about the time in this article and give explanation in the sentence. The last function of cohesive devices is to give explanation about the scale of proximity in the sentence. Demonstrative reference used in this article to give explanation about the distance of something in this article.
5.2 Suggestion

Based on the conclusion above, this research focus on the using of cohesive devices in the article “Shaping Global Superheroes from Malang” from Jakarta post newspaper. For the future researcher who is interest to analyze cohesive devices, researcher suggests to analyze about exophora reference, substitution, and collocation that is not found in this research. Besides, the next researcher can use different object to analyze cohesive devices such as spoken text, because in this research researcher use written text as an object.